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Figure 1.  Map of major structural features within the Piceance Basin, northwestern Colorado.  
Green shows the outcrop distribution of the Upper Cretaceous Williams Fork Formation and red 
outlines the I-70 corridor.  Rifle Gap outcrop location is shown in blue northwest of the town of 



















































Figure 2.  Structure map of the top of the Rollins Member of the Iles Formation, Piceance Basin.  
The contour interval is 500 feet (152 m).  Gray shows the outcrop distribution of the Williams 
Fork Formation; where outline intersects with the color contours it creates a dark blue or purple 
shade.  Note the asymmetry of the basin and the northwest-southeast trend aligning with the 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.  Map showing the location of major oil and gas fields in the Piceance Basin.  Dark red 
shows the fields that produce from basin-centered gas accumulations.  See Table 1 for a summary 
of the fields.  Gray outline shows the outcrop distribution of the Williams Fork Formation.  Note: 
(1) The Douglas Creek Arch includes Cathedral, Lower Horse Draw, Trail Canyon, Thunder, 
Dragon Trail, Evacuation Creek, Soldier Canyon, Twin Buttes, and Douglas Creek North and 
South fields, and (2) Douglas Pass includes Douglas Pass, Calf Canyon, and Twin Buttes fields.  
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Figure 7.  Well and map symbol 
key showing the well symbols, 
structural symbols, and field sym-
bols seen on the maps in this thesis 
and their corresponding definition.  







































































































Figure 8.  General stratigraphic section of Phanerozoic strata for the Uinta and Piceance basins.  




















































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 10.  Piceance Basin study area map.  This map shows the 
2,722 wells that were used for the stratigraphic analysis of the 
lower Williams Fork Formation.  These wells have complete 
penetrations of the lower Williams Fork Formation, and have at 
least a GR log and calculated coal flag over the this interval.  891 
of these wells have a Cozzette top, though approximately only 
700 of these include Cozzette penetrations.  The blue box indi-



































































































































































Figure 12.  Map showing the locations of the 2 wells from which core was described and 
used to make the log associations in Figures 13 and 14.  The wells are shown with red 
circles.  The location of the Barrett 231-34 GM is T6S - R96W Sec 34, and the location of the 
Orchard 16-12 is T8S - R96W Sec 16. 
N 4mi/6.4km
Orchard 16-12 Well
Barrett 231-34 GM Well
24
Figure 13.  Barrett 231-34 GM well over the interval 5935 - 6006 feet (1809 to 1830.6 meters) 
measured depth.  The interval was described in core and the facies associations are shown to the 
left of the logs.  This makes it possible to identify overbank/crevasse splay and channel-fill 
deposits.  For lithofacies and core description see Appendices A, B and C.  The location of the 
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25
Figure 14.  EnCana Orchard 16-12 well over the interval 4782 - 4933 feet (1457.5 to 1503.6 
meters) measured depth.  The interval was described in core and the facies associations are 
shown to the left of the logs.  This makes it possible to identify overbank/crevasse splay, 
swamp, and channel-fill deposits.  For lithofacies and core description see Appendices A, B 
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Bill Barret Nesbit 13C-25-692
API:  05045134160000
Location:  T6S-R92W Sec 25        
Rollins           
Middle Sandstone 1           
Middle Sandstone 2           
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Middle Sandstone 4           
Upper Sandstone 1           
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Mamm Creek Coal 1B           
Mamm Creek Coal 1C           
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Figure CD.  GR-ILD log for the lower Williams Fork from 
eastern Mamm Creek field.  Intervals 1-5 are shown in red.  
Sandstones are labeled with brown, coals with blue, and coal 
zones with black.  Depths shown in center track in feet (md).  
The location of this well is displayed with a blue X on the 
map (left).
41
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Williams Federal PA 434-31
API:  05045148310000
Location:  T6S-R95W Sec 31        
Rollins           
Rulison Coal 1           
Rulison Coal 2           
Mamm Creek Coal 1           
x
8mi/12.9kmN
Figure 2E.  GR-ILD log for the lower Williams Fork from 
western Parachute field.  Intervals 1-5 are shown in red.  
Rollins Sandstone is labeled with brown, coals with blue, and 
coal zones with black.  Depths shown in center track in feet 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 31.  Isopach map of Interval 1A.  Wells used to construct the map are shown by small 
black circles.  Gray shows distribution of Williams Fork outcrop for this and all subsequent 
maps.  Orientation of the late Rollins shoreline is shown with dashed red line.  Grand Valley 
(GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) fields are shown with white letters 























































Figure 32.  Net sandstone map of interval 1A.  Wells used to construct map are shown by 
small black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) 









Figure 33.  Net-to-gross sandstone map of Interval 1A.  Wells used to construct map are 
shown by small black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm 
















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 35.  Net coal map for Interval 1A.  Wells used to construct map are shown by small 
black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) fields 










Figure 36.  Net-to-gross coal map of Interval 1A.  Wells used to construct map are shown by 
small black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 38.  Isopach map of the interval from the top of the Cozzette Member of the Iles 
Formation to the Rollins Member of the Iles Formation.  Wells used to construct map are 
shown by small black circles.  Notice the lack of well penetrations along the I-70 corridor, 
where Cozzette penetrations are less common.  Dashed white line indicates the area of abrupt 
stratigraphic rise in the Rollins shoreline.  Location of cross section shown in Figures 37, and 
94-96 shown with purple line.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm 
Creek (MC) fields are shown with white letters along the I-70 corridor.  The contour interval 
















Location of cross section 











Figure 39.  Facies map for Interval 1A.1.  Location of cross section in Figures 37, and 94-96 
shown with purple line.  Facies definitions are displayed at lower left. 
20mi/ 32.2km
Location of cross section 








Figure 40.  Facies map for Interval 1A.2.  Location of cross section in Figures 37, and 94-96 
shown with purple line.  Facies definitions are shown at lower left. 
20mi/ 32.2km
Location of cross section 






























Figure 41.  Facies map for Interval 1A.3.  Location of cross section in Figures 37, and 94-96 
shown with purple line.  Facies definitions are shown at lower left. 
20mi/ 32.2km
Location of cross section 








Figure 42.  Facies map for Interval 1A.4.  Location of cross section in Figures 37, and 94-96 
shown with purple line.  Facies definitions are shown at lower left. 
20mi/ 32.2km
Location of cross section 





































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 44.  Isopach map of Interval 1B.  Well used to construct map are shown by small 
black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) fields 









Figure 45.  Net sandstone map of interval 1B.  Wells used to construct map are shown by 
small black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) 









Figure 46.  Net-to-gross sandstone map of Interval 1B.  Wells used to construct map are 
shown by small black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 48.  Net coal map for Interval 1B.  Wells used to construct map are shown by small 
black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) fields 










Figure 49.  Net-to-gross coal map of Interval 1B.  Wells used to construct map are shown by 
small black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) 













































































































































































Figure 51.  Landward coal pinch-out map.  Landward coal pinch-outs show approximate 
shoreline trends.  Shoreline azimuth shown in upper right corner.  Grand Valley (GV), Para-
chute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) fields are shown with red letters along the 
I-70 corridor.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 58.  Isopach map of Interval 2.  Wells used to construct map are shown by small black 
circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) fields are 










Figure 59.  Net sandstone map of interval 2.  Wells used to construct map are shown by small 
black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) fields 
























































Figure 60.  Net-to-gross sandstone map of Interval 2.  Wells used to construct map are shown 
by small black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek 










Figure 61.  Net coal map of Interval 2.  Wells used to construct map are shown by small 
black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) fields 












Figure 62.  Net-to-gross coal map of Interval 2.  Wells used to construct map are shown by 
small black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) 
fields are shown with white letters along the I-70 corridor, and Powell Park (PP) is shown 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 68.  Isopach map of Interval 3.  Wells used to construct map are shown by small black 
circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) fields are 










Figure 69.  Net sandstone map of interval 3.  Wells used to construct map are shown by small 
black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) fields 










Figure 70.  Net-to-gross sandstone map of Interval 3.  Wells used to construct map are shown 
by small black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek 










Figure 71.  Net coal map of Interval 3.  Wells used to construct map are shown by small 
black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) fields 



































Figure 72.  Net-to-gross coal map of Interval 3.  Wells used to construct map are shown by 
small black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) 
fields are shown with white letters along the I-70 corridor, and Powell Park (PP) is shown 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 78.  Isopach map of Interval 4.  Wells used to construct map are shown by small black 
circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) fields are 
































Figure 79.  Net sandstone map of interval 4.  Wells used to construct map are shown by small 
black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) fields 








Figure 80.  Net-to-gross sandstone map of Interval 4.  Wells used to construct map are shown 
by small black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek 
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upper Williams Fork Sandstone: Amal-
gamated channel-fill belts (IVF) (200-
300 ft thick, with 3-4 mi wide)
middle Williams Fork 3: Multi-story 
Channel-fill belt (20-80 ft, 1-4 mi wide)
middle Williams Fork 2: (”Big Kahuna” 
outcrop) Amalgamated channel-fill belts 
(IVF) (50-300 ft thick, 3-4 mi wide)
middle Williams Fork 1: 2-4 story 
channel-fill belt (25-50 ft thick,  <0.5 mi 
wide)
lower Williams Fork Formation: Isolated 
single story channel-fill (15-30 ft, < 600 
ft wide)
Figure 88.  Schematic cross-section showing the vertical changes in fluvial architecture from the 
upper part of the lower Williams Fork Formation through the lower portion of the upper Williams 
Fork Formation.  Note the change from single story channel-fill to multi-story channel-fill at the 
boundary between the lower Williams Fork and the middle Williams Fork (Modified from Foster, 
2010).    





























Figure 89.  Isopach map of Interval 5.  Wells used to construct map are shown by small black 
circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) fields are 
































Figure 90.  Net sandstone map of interval 5.  Wells used to construct map are shown by small 
black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek (MC) fields 











Figure 91.  Net-to-gross sandstone map of Interval 5.  Wells used to construct map are shown 
by small black circles.  Grand Valley (GV), Parachute (P), Rulison (R), and Mamm Creek 
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Barrett 231-34 GM 
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Orchard Unit 16-12 
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-B(' ' ' ' B6::'I0]6:'
05077084590000   PRATHER 1-5 
05077081180000   FEE 1
05077087960000   ORCHARD UNIT 17-14 A10 N17 
05045114990000   LINDAUER FEDERAL 3-14 003 
05045150580000   BOSELY SG 444-27 
05045107590000   BOSLEY SG 1021-23 
05045109820000   GM 34-11 
05045093860000   AMERICAN SODA GM 344-2 
05045102410000   PA 421-6 
05045094730000   PA 424-33 
05045112340000   PA 643-34 
05045112290000   PA 41-35 
05045128440000   NAUGLE PA 10541-25 
05045126480000   FEDERAL RWF 332-19 
05045125420000   GARFIELD COUNTY RWF 321-21 
05045136010000   CLOUGH RWF 24-14 
05045153010000   CLOUGH RWF 24-13 
05045124290000   OVERACKER FEDERAL 20-15B 
05045133740000   GRASS MESA UNIT 26-14B 
05045091800000   ALP 25-1610(J25 
05045081100000   COUEY 32-3B2
05045079260000   SHIDELER 33-3 
05045104420000   WILSON 33B-23-692 
05045111690000   SCOTT 41D-36-692 
05045062730000   FEDERAL 1-10 
05045103790000   SCHMUESER 5-9'
'
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05045063470000  TATE 1-30 
05045066800000  HOLLIS 6207 
05045092410000  GASAWAY 6233 
05045066160000  TEXACO FEE 6216 
05045068120000  TEXACO FEE 6218 
05045063240000  TURNER 6219
05045067930000  GASAWAY FERDERAL 6206 27-1 
05045068000000  GASAWAY FED 6205 
05045067920000  FEDERAL 6204 
05045067050000  SAVAGE 6208 
05045072200000  TEXACO FEE 6217 
05045066210000  TEXACO FEE 1-25 
05045097960000  SKINNER RIDGE 698-28 1 
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05045068570000  CASCADE CREEK 629-1 
05045068690000  CASCADE CREEK 629-2 
05045064760000  CRYSTAL A-2 
05045151150000  CHEVRON 13-7D 
05045102980000  CHEVRON GM 412-20 
05045110350000  CHEVRON 18-344D 
05045130270000  CHEVRON GM10424-20
05045123440000  CHEVRON 18-1D 
05045119860000  GM 422-20 
05045093030000  CHEVRON GM 434-20 
05045118510000  GM 331-29 
05045119890000  GM 533-20 
05045106560000  GM 444-20 
05045097970000  PUCKETT GM 413-28 
05045097940000  PUCKETT GM 512-28 
05045095300000  WILLIAMS GM 523-28 
05045099720000  WILLAMS GM 431-33 
05045102360000  WILLIAMS GM 414-27 
05045102960000  GM 524-27 
05045093520000  GM 331-34 
05045109220000  GM 542-34 
05045109240000  GM 432-34 
05045070920000  GM 14-35 
05045071160000  GM 11-2 
05045069880000  GM 13-35 
05045079810000  GM 252-2 
05045077430000  GM 251-2 
05045072760000  GM 41-2 
05045075010000  GM 14-36 
05045077300000  GM 237-36 
05045139810000  WILLIAMS GM 225-36 
05045075760000  BARRETT GM 21-1 
05045079180000  GM 238-36 
05045141370000  GM 434-36 
05045068330000  DOE 1-M-31 
05045148320000  FEDERAL PA 524-31 
05045102390000  PA 21-6 
05045095690000  PA 331-6 
05045095680000  PA 31-6 
05045148460000  FEDERAL PA 533-31 
05045148510000  FEDERAL PA 543-31 
05045080670000  PA 314-32 
05045094680000  PA 414-32 
05045077490000  PA 323-32 
05045103260000  PA 432-32 
05045093830000  PA 342-32 
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05045093800000  PA 412-33 
05045091460000  PA 312-33 
05045127980000  PA 322-33 
05045071750000  PA 42-33 
05045133950000  PA 442-33 
05045133930000  PA 441-33 
05045080230000  PA 11-34 
05045098710000  PA 312-34 
05045091040000  PA 21-34 
05045080100000  PA 31-34 
05045111960000  PA 42-34 
05045111580000  PA 412-35 
05045134500000  PA 41-34 
05045102890000  PA 411-35 
05045116700000  PUCKETT/TOSCO PA 521-35 
05045116880000  PA 32-35 
05045135610000  PUCKETT/TOSCO PA 42-35 
05045135590000  PUCKETT/TOSCO PA 541-35 
05045129400000  MAHAFFEY PA 413-36 
05045129580000  MAHAFFEY PA 512-36 
05045129610000  MAHAFFEY PA 422-36 
05045156460000  NAUGLE PA 33-25 
05045139120000  POTTER PA 1032-36 
05045138550000  POTTER PA 1031-36 
05045139160000  POTTER PA 1041-36 
05045128410000  RWF 11-30 
05045128440000  NAUGLE PA 10541-25 
05045146120000  NAUGLE PA 10442-25 
05045128420000  NAUGLE RWF 10411-30
05045105730000  RWF 24-19 
05045100990000  RWF 323-19 
05045099640000  FEDERAL RWF 533-19 
05045099610000  FEDERAL RMV 10170-19 
05045126500000  FEDERAL RWF 32-19 
05045099690000  RWF 341-19 
05045097850000  CLOUGH RWF 311-20 
05045110020000  RWF 431-20 
05045115220000  RWF 323-16 
05045110950000  CLOUGH RWF10433-16
05045110840000  CLOUGH RWF 10343-16
05045131650000  CLOUGH RWF 43-16 
05045122430000  CLOUGH RWF 413-15 
05045122390000  CLOUGH RWF 424-15 
05045111900000  CLOUGH RWF 533-15 
05045111830000  CLOUGH RWF10444-15
05045117030000  CLOUGH RWF 441-22 
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05045125720000  CLOUGH RWF 1011-23 
05045125710000  CLOUGH RWF 1022-23 
05045125670000  CLOUGH RWF 10321-23
05045102750000  CLOUGH RWF 14-13 
05045153010000  CLOUGH RWF 24-13 
05045115150000  JONSSON 19-24 
05045131570000  OVERCRACKER FED 20-14D 
05045124280000  OVERACKER 20-13B 
05045099970000  GRASS MESA RANCH 28-2D10 D27N 
05045098400000  GRASS MESA RANCH 27-6D10 K27N 
05045098430000  GRASS MESA RANCH 27-7D10 K27N 
05045079420000  GRASS MESA RANCH 27-3D1 B27
05045109510000  GMU 23-14C 
05045091900000  BENZEL 25-4B P23B 
05045091760000  LAZIER 23-16A P23 
05045095200000  BENZEL 26-7B110 H26
05045095020000  LAZIER 26-210 H26NW 
05045090940000  BENZEL 25-5 F25
05045081050000  ALP 24-16B110 J2
05045081070000  GMU 24-10A110 J 
05045081060000  GMU 24-15 B1
05045098940000  ALP 24-5A10 J24 
05045100040000  ALP 19-11 
05045100030000  ALP 19-15 
05045100340000  ALP 19-16 
05045100020000  ALP 19-10 
05045100250000  BRYNILDSON EM 30-6 
05045133340000  BRYNILDSON 29-310 C29NE 
05045100120000  ROBINSON 29-10 
05045114870000  STI 29-2C10 B29N 
05045142630000  SPECIALTY 11A-28-692 
05045143850000  SPECIALTY 21D-28-692 
05045148250000  SPECIALTY 33A-21-692 
05045148240000  SPECIALTY 44A-21-692 
05045146000000  SPECIALTY 34A-21-692 
05045118420000  SPECIALTY 31A-28-692 
05045109610000  STRANAHAN 21D-27-692 
05045112400000  STRANAHAN 31A-27-692 
05045105220000  FERGUSON 44D-27-692 
05045145970000  MCLAUGHLIN 32D-27-692 
05045145950000  MCLAUGHLIN 42A-27-692 
05045129950000  PLATZER FED 43D-27-692 
05045149160000  SNYDER 34D-26-692 
05045143230000  GEISKE 42A-26-692 
05045103940000  NESBITT 13D-25-692 
05045103930000  SCOTT 24D-25-692 
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05045095400000  GIBSON GULCH UNIT 12-30D 
05045103390000  GGU-VAN ORDSTRAND 33A-30-691 
05045103410000  GGU BROOME 43A-30-691 
05045103430000  GGU BROOME 44A-30-691 
05045104460000  GGU DALEY 14A-20-691 
05045134840000  GGU-MILLER 11D-32-691 
05045131850000  GGU DALEY 12D-29-691 
05045138810000  GGU JOLLEY 43B-20-691 
05045137720000  GGU JOLLEY 44C-20-691 
'
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05045067690000  FEDERAL 23-30 
05045067980000  FEDERAL 23-29 
05045067500000  FEDERAL 32-29 
05045066030000  CEDAR BENCH FEDERAL 6306 
05045067600000  CEDAR BENCH FEDERAL 6303 
05045066880000  CEDAR BENCH FEDERAL 6305 
05045067590000  FEDERAL 21-15 
05045066970000  CEDAR BENCH FEDERAL 6309 
05045065720000  CEDAR BENCH FEDERAL 6307 
05045063410000  TATE G FEDERAL 1-26
05045064220000  GASAWAY 6210
05045063470000  TATE 1-30 
05045092410000  GASAWAY 6233
05045066800000  HOLLIS 6207 
05045063320000  SHEFFIELD 1-17 
05045068120000  TEXACO FEE 6218 
05045063240000  TURNER 6219
05045067650000  FEDERAL 6203 
05045067050000  SAVAGE 6208 
05045072200000  TEXACO FEE 6217 
05045066210000  TEXACO FEE 1-25 
05045065810000  SKINNER RIDGE 4-28H 
05045068570000  CASCADE CREEK 629-1 
05045068690000  CASCADE CREEK 629-2 
05045068700000  CASCADE CREEK 609-1 
05045065100000  ARCO DEEP 1-27 
05045064760000  CRYSTAL A-2 
05045064790000  CATHEDRAL CREEK 2 
05045064940000  CRYSTAL CREEK A-1 
05045102980000  CHEVRON GM 412-20 
05045106700000  GM 423-20 
05045093030000  CHEVRON GM 434-20 
05045131470000  PUCKETT GM 1033-29 
05045131490000  GM 333-29 
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05045098300000     GM 210-32 
05045133690000     WILLIAMS 33-32 
05045122650000     GM 512-4 
05045122660000     GM 412-4 
05045119370000     GM 432-4 
05045100070000    FEDERAL GM 412-3 
05045102210000     FEDERAL GM 522-3 
05045065230000     FEDERAL MV-11-11 
05045116640000     GM 541-11 
05045109780000     GM 413-12 
05045151100000     BUSH GM 523-12 
05045066350000     EXXON GV 46-32 
05045077770000     PA 323-33 
05045095600000     PA 433-33 
05045133940000     PA 443-33 
05045080680000     PA 22-34 
05045066500000     ARCO GV 53-34 
05045079590000     BENTLEY 11-34 
05045101600000     RMV 148-29 
05045068770000     RULISON DEEP 1 
05045114230000     RWF 522-27 
05045067020000     BENTON GV15-36 
05045117820000     MEAD 30-32 
05045124360000     FEDERAL 31-41-10 
05045104850000     HUNTER MESA UNIT 9-510 E9W
05045106010000     HUNTER MESA UNIT 4-1210 K4DW
05045109560000     GMR 34-1D 
05045063770000     R H RANCH 1 
05045106950000     GMU 34-9 
05045095010000     BENZEL 26-1010 J26N 
05045090940000     BENZEL 25-5 
05045091790000     ALP 25-8C10 
05045100340000     ALP 19-16 
05045064190000     MOBIL MC 11-20 
05045157510000     SPECIALTY 44B-20-692 
05045109620000     HERRERA 43D-20-692 
05045152690000     GENTRY C12 
05045137050000     BURCKLE A3
05045118480001     TRANT 32C-21-692 
05045064100000     FRIPORT MC 14-22 
05045142900000     VALLEY FARMS F1
05045104410000     WILSON 43A-23-692 
05045134160000     NESBITT 13C-25-692 
05045111690000     SCOTT 41D-36-692 SWD 
05045103350000     GGU-VANORDSTRAND 33C-30-691 
05045179090000     GGU DALEY 44B-19-691 
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05045104460000     GGU DALEY 14A-20-691 
05045137710000     GGU JOLLEY 44A-20-691 
05045163730000     GGU JOLLEY 14A-21-691 
05045145770000     JOLLEY 21-3D 
05045161110000     HILTON 23-1 
05045184490000     HILTON 36-21D 
05045107360000     TRISCH/LASHLEY 32-5 
'
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05103661260000  LLOYD-FEDERAL 22-X-17 
05103083570000  BARCUS CREEK FEDERAL 22-12 
05103109030000  FEDERAL BCU 34-8-198 
05103108730000  FEDERAL BCU 23-22-198 
05103104030000  YELLOW CREEK FEDERAL 33-43-1 
05103104050000  YELLOW CREEK FEDERAL 34-44-1 
05103104040000  YELLOW CREEK FEDERAL 4-16-1 
05103084340000  YELLOW CREEK FEDERAL 8-2 
05103110180000  FEDERAL NRG 41-9-198 
05103107590000  FEDERAL RGU 14-16-198 
05103105980000  FEDERAL RGU 34-19-198 
05103106110000  FEDERAL RGU 24-29-198 
05103107010000  FEDERAL RGU 14-28-198 
05103109400000  FEDERAL RGU 31-34-198 
05103113460000  FEDERAL RGU 311-2-298 
05103109380000  FEDERAL RGU 42-3-298 
05103106780000  FEDERAL RGU 32-4-298 
05103107050000  FEDERAL RGU 32-5-298 
05103107060000  FEDERAL RGU 41-8-298 
05103106100000  FEDERAL RGU 33-7-298 
05103105900000  FEDERAL RG 32-17-298
05103107040000  FEDERAL RG 22-16-298 
05103105960000  FEDERAL RG 31-20-298 
05103104480000  FEDERAL RG 22-28-298 
05103110640000  BOIES C-28P-P3
05103107580000  FEDERAL RG 12-4-398 
05103103670000  FEDERAL 398-7-2 
05103084420000  FEDERAL 398-17-4 
05103107030000  FEDERAL RG 24-20-398 
05103084530000  GOVT 398-33-4 
05103103950000  8001D A02 (8020) 8001D A02 498 
05103107110000  FF 8007D A11 4988007D A11 498 
05103104910000  FIGURE FOUR 8016D M11
05103102720000  8016B P09 (8010) 8016B P09 498 
05103102540000  FF 8016B P16 4988016B P16 498 
05045095440000  FF 8008A H28 498 (8019) 8008A H28 498 
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05045093610000  FF 8009B I25 4988009B I25 498 
05045094200000  HUNTER CREEK SOUTH 8401
05045067270000  TOM CREEK 1-36 
05045098520000  GASAWAY 6224x 
05045067560000  GASAWAY FEDERAL 6202 
05045072200000  TEXACO FEE 6217 
05045067920000  FEDERAL 6204 
05045067930000  GASAWAY FERDERAL 6206 27-1 
05045063240000  TURNER 6219 
05045068120000  TEXACO FEE 6218 
05045091660000  STANDARD SHALE 6405 5 
05045063030000  ALBERTSONS RANCHES 13-4 
05045063100000  SPEARS 2-36DF 
05077081550000  HANCOCK GULCH 1 
05077084310000  FEDERAL-ROAN CREEK 26-3 
05077084320000  FEDERAL C 26-4 
05077084230000  FEDERAL 25-4 
05077081710000  FEDERAL 29-2 
05077086790000  DEBEQUE 8-3 
05077084560000  HORSESHOE CANYON 1-21 
05077086570000  HORSESHOE CANYON 2-29 
05077083830000  HORSESHOE CANYON 2-28 
05077084270000  HORSESHOE CANYON 2-27 
05077085350000  FEDERAL 26-2 
05077085080000  FEDERAL 32-2 
05077083360000  HORSESHOE CANYON 1-34 
05077083380000  NICHOLS C M 1-15 
05077083330000  NICHOLS CM 1-14 
05077083150000  NICHOLS C M 1-23 
05077084040000  MEADER 5-24 
05077084360000  HARVEY 2-25 
05077084750000  BEVAN 1-30 
05077085310000  WOOD 4-32 
05077050190000  PICKENS 33-1 
05077084580000  SWETLAND 1-5 
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05103083570000  BARCUS CREEK FEDERAL 22-12 
05103109030000  FEDERAL BCU 34-8-198 
05103108730000  FEDERAL BCU 23-22-198 
05103104050000  YELLOW CREEK FEDERAL 34-44-1 
05103104030000  YELLOW CREEK FEDERAL 33-43-1 
05103103820000  YELLOW CREEK FEDERAL 3-11-1 
05103104010000  YELLOW CREEK FEDERAL 3-45-1 
05103110180000  FEDERAL NRG 41-9-198 
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05103104040000  YELLOW CREEK FEDERAL 4-16-1 
05103084340000  YELLOW CREEK FEDERAL 8-2 
05103083160000  CANARY UNIT 6602 
05103105980000  FEDERAL RGU 34-19-198 
05103107590000  FEDERAL RGU 14-16-198 
05103110220000  FEDERAL RGU 11-25-198 
05103109370000  FEDERAL RGU 33-24-198 
05103110800000  FEDERAL RGU 14-25-198 
05103109400000  FEDERAL RGU 31-34-198 
05103111720000  FEDERAL RGU 323-33-198 
05103106780000  FEDERAL RGU 32-4-298 
05103111740000  FEDERAL RGU 514-33-198 
05103107060000  FEDERAL RGU 41-8-298 
05103105900000  FEDERAL RG 32-17-298 
05103105960000  FEDERAL RG 31-20-298 
05103104480000  FEDERAL RG 22-28-298 
05103110640000  BOIES C-28P-P3
05103110240000  FEDERAL RG 11-31-297 
05103110230000  FEDERAL RG 24-30-297 
05103106050000  FEDERAL RG 13-1-398 
05103110600000  FEDERAL RG 11-7-397 
05103107020000  FEDERAL RG 24-13-398 
05103084420000  FEDERAL 398-17-4 
05103103950000  8001D A02 (8020) 8001D A02 498 
05103107110000  FF 8007D A11 4988007D A11 498 
05103102550000  8012D L14 (8011)8012D L14 498
05103104910000  FIGURE FOUR 8016D M11
05103102540000  FF 8016B P16 4988016B P16 498 
05045100260000  FF 8008B A24 4988008B A24 498 
05045093610000  FF 8009B I25 4988009B I25 498 
05045122880000  CHEVRON TR 22-4-597 
05045108570000  FEDERAL TRW 13-12-598 
05045124600000  CHEVRON TR 23-30-597 
05045107070000  CHEVRON TR 24-28-597 
05045068710000  CASCADE CREEK 604-1 
05045068700000  CASCADE CREEK 609-1 
05045068570000  CASCADE CREEK 629-1 
05045065100000  ARCO DEEP 1-27 
05045064760000  CRYSTAL A-2 
05045064790000  CATHEDRAL CREEK 2 
05045064940000  CRYSTAL CREEK A-1 
05045131280000  CHEVRON GM 414-20 
05045131470000  PUCKETT GM 1033-29 
05045098300000  GM 210-32 
05045112740000  GM 423-32 
05045122650000  GM 512-4 
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05045108800000  GM 321-9 
05045101160000  FEDERAL GM 414-3 
05045109820000  GM 34-11 
05045151110000  BUSH GM 524-12 
05045066350000  EXXON GV 46-32 
05045095600000  PA 433-33 
05045080680000  PA 22-34 
05045066500000  ARCO GV 53-34 
05045076720000  BENTLEY 11-33 
05045108630000  FEDERAL 16-6R D16
05045101600000  RMV 148-29 
05045068770000  RULISON DEEP 1 
05045067020000  BENTON GV 15-36 
05045133610000  FEDERAL 11-2 RA11 
05045124360000  FEDERAL 31-41-10 
05045104960000  HUNTER MESA UNIT 9-1310 N9W
05045104850000  HUNTER MESA UNIT 9-510 E9W
05045109560000  GMR34-1D M34N 
05045102310000  HMU 3-8C10I3B
05045105840000  GRASS MESA UNIT 34-810 H34N 
05045095010000  BENZEL 26-1010 J26N 
05045091790000  ALP 25-8C10 J25 
05045099580000  ALP 19-14 
05045140530000  GUCCINI 31A-20-692 
05045143260000  GENTRY C4
05045118480001  TRANT 32C-21-692 
05045064100000  FRIPORT MC 14-22 
05045134160000  NESBITT 13C-25-692 
05045134990000  SCOTT 34C-25-692 
05045111690000  SCOTT 41D-36-692 SWD 
05045138030000  GGU RODREICK 21B-31-691 SWD 
05045103420000  GGU BROOME 44C-30-691 
05045145770000  JOLLEY 21-3D 
05045145760000  JOLLEY 16-1 
05045160050000  HILTON 16-312D 
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05077083610000  USA 1-34 CM
05077083320000  NICHOLS CM 2-26 
05077081310000  MEADOR 1-26 
05077084360000  HARVEY 2-25 
05077084750000  BEVAN 1-30 
05077085310000  WOOD 4-32 
05077050190000  PICKENS 33-1 
05077050250000  GOVT 27-1 
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05077084580000  SWETLAND 1-5 
05077084450000  NICHOLS 1-29 
05077081060000  KATHLYN YOUNG 1-15 
05077082600000  WALCK 14-3 
05077083690000  LYONS 14-2 
05077083700000  LYONS 14-1 
05077089910000  MY WAY RANCH 18-4 
05077082190000  ANDERSON RANCHES 7-3 
05077091050000  ANDERSON 7-14 
05077090940000  ANDERSON 7-11 
05077089540000  MY WAY RANCH 7-7 
05077089530000  MY WAY RANCH 7-2 
05077090260000  MY WAY RANCH FEDERAL 6-15 
05077090190000  MY WAY RANCH FEDERAL 6-8 
05077090880000  MITCHELL FEDERAL 32-12 
05077091080000  MITCHELL 32-6 
05077090860000  MITCHELL 32-3 
05077084180000  HILL 29-3 
05077091650000  WOODS-SPANGLER 15-13 
05077090040000  BLACKMAN 15-9 
05077089700000  BLACKMAN 14-12 
05077088420000  BRUSH CREEK RANCH 14-11 
05077088830000  MCDANIEL 14-7 
05077088820000  MCDANIEL 14-8 
05077089070000  MCDANIEL 14-1 
05077090610000  GUNDERSON 13-3 
05077090820000  GUNDERSON FEDERAL 13-2 
05077091820000  GUNDERSON FEDERAL 13-1 
05077088680000  GUNDERSON FEDERAL 12-9 
05077088670000  GUNDERSON FEDERAL 12-8 
05077088810000  CURRIER 9-15 
05045092500000  HUNTER MESA UNIT 7-15A10 N7
05045089420000  HUNTER MESA UNIT 7-14 N7
05045080780000  SHIDELER 31-8A1 H31
05045113010000  HUNTER MESA UNIT 26-1 C10 D25
05045105620000  SHIDELER 19-110 O19E
05045078430000  COUEY 31-2 
05045104280000  BRYNILDSON 14B-20-692 
05045064190000  MOBIL MC 11-20 
05045141030000  ANCHONDO 32C-20-692 
05045140530000  GUCCINI 31A-20-692 
05045152980000  GENTRY C5
05045143290000  GENTRY C3
05045152690000  GENTRY C12 
05045137050000  BURCKLE A3
05045120820000  VALLEY FARMS D3
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05045132220000  VALLEY FARMS E10
05045160340000  JOLLEY 8-315D 
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05045079350000  BENJAMIN 28-1110 K28
05045099350000  GRASS MESA RANCH 28-9 D10 M27N 
05045099040000  GRASS MESA RANCH 27-12 D10 M27 
05045100740000  GRASS MESA UNIT 27-10 D10 K27
05045095010000  BENZEL 26-1010 J26N 
05045095130000  BENZEL 26-9A10 I26N 
05045091680000  BENZEL 25-1110 K25
05045091840000  ALP 25-1010 J25 
05045091830000  ALP 25-910 J25 
05045097920000  BJM 30-11 
05045080770000  COUEY 30-1510 B31
05045102520000  COUEY 30-16 
05045081490000  COUEY 29-13 
05045091600000  SHIDELER 29-14 
05045091620000  SHIDELER 29-15 
05045123590000  SHIDELER FEDERAL 44B-29-692 
05045110610000  SPECIALTY FEDERAL 14D-28-692 
05045111080000  SPECIALTY FEDERAL 24D-28-692 
05045110320000  JACKSON 44D-28-692 
05045105210000  FERGUSON 34B-27-692 
05045105230000  FERGUSON 44B-27-692 
05045149220000  SCHIRER 14C-26-692 
05045149130000  SNYDER 24C-26-692 
05045149140000  SNYDER 34C-26-692 
05045143220000  GEISKE 43C-26-692 
05045103920000  NESBITT 13A-25-692 
05045103910000  SCOTT 24C-25-692 
05045134990000  SCOTT 34C-25-692 
05045105610000  SCOTT 44B-25-692 
05045095400000  GIBSON GULCH UNIT 12-30D 
05045150710000  GG VANORDSTRAND 23B-30-691 
05045103350000  GGU-VANORDSTRAND 33C-30-691 
05045179060000  GGU DALEY 12C-29-691 
05045131860000  GGU-SWANSON 23C-29-691 
05045108330000  GGU-FEDERAL 12A-28-691 
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05045143250000  GEISKE 32D-26-692 
05045170090000  GEISKE 32C-26-692 
05045143300000  GEISKE 32B-26-692 
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05045174210000  DOMMER 32A-26-692 
05045174170000  DOMMER 33D-26-692 
05045174240000  DOMMER 33C-26-692 
05045174180000  DOMMER 33B-26-692 
05045174220000  DOMMER 33A-26-692 
05045149160000  SNYDER 34D-26-692 
05045149140000  SNYDER 34C-26-692 
05045149120000  SNYDER 34B-26-692 
05045149100000  SNYDER 34A-26-692 
05045126070000  CIRCLE B LAND 31C-35-692 
05045126060000  CIRCLE B LAND 31A-35-692 
05045126080000  CIRCLE B LAND 32C-35-692 
05045125020000  CIRCLE B LAND 32A-35-692 
05045125000000  CIRCLE B LAND 33D-35-692 
05045124990000  CIRCLE B LAND 33B-35-692 
05045184930000  CIRCLE B LAND 33A-35-692 
05045122840000  CIRCLE B LAND 34D-35-692 
05045123780000  CIRCLE B LAND 34B-35-692 
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05045139160000  POTTER PA 1041-36 
05045146120000  NAUGLE PA 10442-25 
05045101780000  FEDERAL RWF 413-19 
05045118890000  FEDERAL RWF 522-18 
05045114680000  RWF 423-17 
05045122440000  CLOUGH RWF 323-15 
05045131650000  CLOUGH RWF 43-16 
05045111790000  CLOUGH RWF 10443-15
05045139980000  CLOUGH RWF 432-14 
05045153090000  CLOUGH RWF 23-13 
05045115080000  JONSSON 19-14 
05045124290000  OVERACKER FEDERAL 20-15B 
05045079330000  GMR 28-7D K28
05045069020000  GRASS MESA RANCH 27-4
05045079420000  GRASS MESA RANCH 27-3D1 B27
05045109490000  GMU 26-4 D10 C26 
05045095210000  BENZEL 26-710A10 H26
05045091680000  BENZEL 25-1110 K25
05045097910000  BJM 30-14 
05045102520000  COUEY 30-16 
05045091600000  SHIDELER 29-14 
05045123590000  SHIDELER FEDERAL 44B-29-692 
05045171170000  JACKSON 44C-28-692 
05045105210000  FERGUSON 34B-27-692 
05045149210000  SCHIRER 14B-26-692 
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05045151250000  CIRCLE B LAND 41D-35-692 
05045105610000  SCOTT 44B-25-692 
05045103420000  GGU BROOME 44C-30-691 
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05045125480000  KNIGHT PA 531-4 
05045112360000  PA 534-33 
05045112380000  PA 434-33 
05045094690000  PA 544-33 
05045071760000  PA 44-33 
05045094710000  PA 444-33 
05045094700000  PA 344-33 
05045081180000  PA 343-33 
05045080850000  PA 43-33 
05045133940000  PA 443-33 
05045101400000  PA 513-34 
05045077760000  PA 13-34 
05045101410000  PA 413-34 
05045134110000  PA 514-34 
05045090550000  PA 314-34 
05045098540000  PA 414-34 
05045132820000  KNIGHT PA 21-3 
05045090130000  PA 324-34 
05045109270000  PUCKETT/TOSCO PA 10424-34 
05045090120000  PA 24-34 
05045095450000  PA 523-34 
05045077750000  PA 23-34 
05045095460000  PA 423-34 
05045080680000  PA 22-34 
05045133480000  PA 421-34 
05045080660000  PA 322-34 
05045111940000  PA 332-34 
05045090140000  PA 33-34 
05045112300000  PA 533-34 
05045067290000  ARCO GV45-34 
05045109290000  PA 434-34 
05045109280000  PA 534-34 
05045081880000  PA 334-34 
05045112310000  PA 433-34 
05045081350000  PA 333-34 
05045112350000 PA 443-34 
05045111950000  PA 342-34 
05045111570000  PA 432-34 
05045111560000  PA 532-34 
05045094580000  PA 531-34 
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05045102770000  PA 434-27 
05045101360000  PA 343-27 
05045101350000  PA 443-27 
05045101370000  PA 43-27 
05045081690000  PA 344-27 
05045134520000  PA 541-34 
05045134530000  PA 441-34 
05045134510000  PA 341-34 
05045134500000  PA 41-34 
05045111960000  PA 42-34 
05045111930000  PA 442-34 
05045111550000  PA 12-35 
05045111580000  PA 412-35 
05045102890000  PA 411-35 
05045102870000  PA 11-35 
05045116700000  PUCKETT/TOSCO PA 521-35 
05045110240000  PA 524-26 
05045116720000  PUCKETT PA 431-35 
05045135570000  PUCKETT/TOSCO PA 444-26 
05045149520000  NAUGLE PA 423-25 
05045156460000  NAUGLE PA 33-25 
05045146120000  NAUGLE PA 10442-25 
05045125760000  NAUGLE RWF 10412-30
05045128400000  NAUGLE RWF 1012-30 
05045128420000  NAUGLE RWF 10411-30
05045128410000  RWF 11-30 
05045099610000  FEDERAL RMV 10170-19 
05045126480000  FEDERAL RWF 332-19 
05045126500000  FEDERAL RWF 32-19 
05045100970000  FEDERAL RWF 342-19 
05045099690000  RWF 341-19 
05045110070000  RWF 521-20 
05045114610000  RWF 324-17 
05045114700000  FEDERAL RMV 10167-17 
05045114680000  RWF 423-17 
05045114630000  FEDERAL RWF 10532-17 
05045099290000  FEDERAL RWF 10342-17 
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05045070510000  UNOCAL GM23-2 
05045074430000  GM 250-1 
05045072660000  GM 23-1 
05045073730000  GM 32-1 
05045129780000  PA 411-6 
05045148460000  FEDERAL PA 533-31 
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05045080670000  PA 314-32 
05045108220000  PA 433-32 
05045127960000  PA 422-33 
05045098720000  PA 512-34 
05045111570000  PA 432-34 
05045116620000  PA 422-35 
05045112290000  PA 41-35 
05045149520000  NAUGLE PA 423-25 
05045146120000  NAUGLE PA 10442-25 
05045101780000  FEDERAL RWF 413-19 
05045099690000  RWF 341-19 
05045120470000  RWF 513-17 
05045114630000  FEDERAL RWF 10532-17 
05045100310000  RWF 412-16 
05045122440000  CLOUGH RWF 323-15 
05045122150000  CLOUGH RWF 512-15 
05045110800000  RWF 33-15 
05045140250000  CLOUGH FWF 10422-14
05045112070000  CLOUGH RWF 343-14 
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05045072380000  GM 32-2 
05045124860000  SOLVAY GM 532-2 
05045071280000  GM 33-2 
05045071290000  UNOCAL GM43-2 
05045074420000  GM 259-2 
05045074640000  GM 265-2 
05045070610000  GM 44-2 
05045093860000  AMERICAN SODA GM 344-2 
05045090330000  GM 341-11 
05045076850000  GM 11-12 
05045072620000  GM 21-12 
05045081290000  GM 22-12 
05045077780000  GM 321-12 
05045094230000  GM 334-1 
05045094220000  GM 434-1 
05045077460000  GM 248-1 
05045073710000  GM 33-1 
05045077480000  GM 245-1 
05045073730000 GM 32-1 
05045077740000  GM 240-1 
05045082050000  GM 341-1 
05045082040000  GM 41-1 
05045077420000  UNOCAL GM 246-1 
05045148320000  FEDERAL PA 524-31 
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05045081710000  PA 34-31 
05045095680000  PA 31-6 
05045095690000  PA 331-6 
05045067630000  MV 43-31 
05045074160000  PA 14-32 
05045081190000  PA 324-32 
05045070960000  MAHAFFEY PA24-32 
05045080560000  PA 334-32 
05045125990000  PA 31-5 
05045113200000  PA 32-5 
05045113170000  PA 342-5 
05045066490000  GV 51-4 
05045125450000  PA 32-4 
05045125470000  PA 441-4 
05045125540000  PA 42-4 
05045118760000  PA 12-3 
05045118790000  PA 412-3 
05045147080000  HENRY PA 13-3 
05045132800000  KNIGHT PA 422-3 
05045147060000  HENRY PA 23-3 
05045123110000  WILLIAMS PA 332-3 
05045127620000  WILLIAMS PA 42-3 
05045123050000  PA 44-34 
05045136070000  DERE/JENSEN PA 423-35 
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05103103660000  LEFT FORK 6501 
05103083850000  CORRAL CREEK FEDERAL B 4509
05103104080000  LEFT FORK UNIT 6502
05103103670000  FEDERAL 398-7-2 
05045065910000  SKINNER RIDGE 3-17E 
05045067570000  FEDERAL 6201 
05045068570000  CASCADE CREEK 629-1 
05045064940000  CRYSTAL CREEK A-1 
05045065230000  FEDERAL MV-11-11 
05045066350000  EXXON GV46-32 
05045076720000  BENTLEY 11-33 
05045101600000  RMV 148-29 
05045068770000  RULISON DEEP 1
05045124360000  FEDERAL 31-41-10 
05045109080000  GMR 8-1110K8W 
05045105840000  GRASS MESA UNIT 34-810 H34N 
05045064100000  FRIPORT /MC 14-22 
05045104460000  GGU DALEY 14A-20-691 
05045161110000  HILTON 23-1 
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05045095510000  PITMAN 13-3A10 D13W 
05045091010000  COOK 12-9C10 P12 
05045089330000  KRK 7-6D10 K7  
05045080550000  KRK 7-1B B7
05045093450000  YEAKEL 32-15C 
05045080720000  SHIDELER 32-9B2
05045079250000  SHIDELER 33-3A 
05045174290000  JACKSON 34C-28-692 
05045110340000  JACKSON 43C-28-692 
05045145970000  MCLAUGHLIN 32D-27-692 
05045108060000  SILT VALLEY 34A-22-692 
05045103840000  EPPERLY 14C-23-692 
05045103400000  WILSON 43C-23-692 
05045184540000  KAUFMAN 33A-24-692 
05045162640000  KOKOPELLI FEDERAL18-213D 
05045162670000  KOKOPELLI FEDERAL 18-315D 
05045063970000  JOLLEY1
05045160350000  ORION ENERGY 8-313D 
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